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Bill Cowher Quotes

       I want to bring back the pride and tradition long associated with the
Pittsburgh Steelers, and more importantly, with the people of
Pittsburgh. 
~Bill Cowher

I didn't get out of coaching to get back into it. This is my next challenge
and I'm planning to work hard at it. 
~Bill Cowher

Perception is reality, but it may not be actuality, and you have got to be
able to keep the difference between that. 
~Bill Cowher

Pressure is something you put on yourself. 
~Bill Cowher

Yeah, I know he discovered the West Indies; it wasn't America. But the
whole thing with Columbus was that people had been telling him, 'Don't
go. The world's flat.' But he kept going. He found land. 
~Bill Cowher

Aaron Rodgers is going to spell â€˜relax' with R-U-Nâ€¦You're going to
see a lot of Eddie Lacy. 
~Bill Cowher

Kirk Cousins is the future of the Washington Redskins. 
~Bill Cowher

J.J. Watt, he does on defense what Andrew Luck does on offense. He
inspires those around him, he makes them better. 
~Bill Cowher

We're not attempting to circumcise rules. 
~Bill Cowher
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When have you ever seen a one on one match up on this platform?
Andrew Luck on offenseâ€¦going against J.J. Watt 
~Bill Cowher

We know about the Detroit offense with Calvin Johnson, the best
receiver in the game. If this defense continues to play at this pace, they
may have something to say about the NFC North. 
~Bill Cowher
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